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A B S T R A C T

While information sharing can benefit supply chains significantly, it may also have an adverse effect,

namely, information leakage. A limitation common to many existing solutions for preventing information

leakage in supply chains is that they rely, either implicitly or explicitly, upon two unrealistic

assumptions. First, what information is confidential is well known. Second, confidential information will

not be revealed, if only it is not shared, regardless of how much other information is being shared. As we

shall show in this paper, those assumptions are not always true due to potential information leakage

caused by inferences. Specifically, we propose a conceptual model of such information leakage. The

model will enable companies in a supply chain to better understand how their confidential information

may be leaked through inferences. On the basis of the proposed conceptual model, we then devise a

quantitative approach to evaluating the risk of information leakage caused by inferences when a given

amount of information is shared. The quantitative approach will allow companies in a supply chain to

measure and consequently mitigate the risk of information leakage. Finally, we discuss a case study to

illustrate how the proposed approaches work in practice.
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1. Introduction

It is widely accepted that information sharing may significantly
benefit supply chains [1–4], especially in reducing the bullwhip
effect [5,6], decreasing supply chain costs, and increasing the
efficiency of collaborative product developments [7,8]. For this
reason, it is common for a company in a supply chain to share a
large amount of information with its partners.

However, information sharing in supply chains is also a double-
edged sword: it may have an adverse effect, namely, information
leakage [9–13]. In general, information leakage means confidential
information is unintentionally revealed to unauthorized parties. In
supply chains, information leakage is a serious threat due to real
incentives, that is, companies have strong motivations and more
than enough capabilities to collect, analyze, acquire, and utilize
information from others to gain a competitive edge.1
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Information leakage in supply chains can take two different
forms. First, confidential information may be mistakenly shared,
resulting in the so-called direct information leakage. To avoid direct
information leakage, companies need a precise answer to the
question: What information is confidential? However, providing such
an answer is usually more challenging than it looks, as we shall show
shortly. Second, confidential information may also be unintention-
ally leaked in the form of inferences. An inference happens when
confidential information can be inferred from other, seemingly non-
confidential, shared information. This is possible due to the inherent
engineering relationships between different pieces of information.
To prevent damaging information leakage caused by inferences,
companies need to answer the question: What inferences are possible,

and what is the risk of information leakage caused by such inferences?

Unfortunately, answers to the questions above provided by most
existing technical solutions are not fully satisfactory (the detailed
review of existing solutions is given in Section 2). First, those
solutions typically assume the classification of confidential
information is already given, or can be trivially obtained. However,
this is not always true. Different pieces of information in a complex
engineering design, such as different parameters appearing in the
same engineering formula, usually have an entangled relationship.
Such a relationship may blur the boundary between confidential
and non-confidential information. Second, to our best knowledge,
the possibility of potential information leakage caused by
inferences is simply ignored in most existing technical solutions
(a few exceptions will be discussed in Section 2).
uating information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains,
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In this paper, we present a systematic study of information
leakage caused by inferences in supply chains. Our main
contribution is two-fold. First, we propose a conceptual model
for such information leakage. Instead of limiting our model to
specific applications, the model mainly consists of abstract
concepts, such as holder, inferrer, parameter, knowledge, channel,
and so on. The model represents two types of generic knowledge,
that is, the knowledge of parameters modeled as probability
distributions and the knowledge of the relationship between
parameters as a so-called logical dependency graph. The use of
abstraction allows the model to be mapped to a broad range of real
world scenarios. The model thus provides a powerful tool for
companies in a supply chain to better understand the nature of
potential information leakage caused by inferences regardless of
the underlying details of specific applications. Second, on the basis
of the conceptual model, we devise a quantitative approach to
evaluating the risk of information leakage caused by inferences
when a given amount of information is shared. The quantitative
approach provides practical methods for companies in a supply
chain to take actions against potential information leakage caused
by potential inferences, such as measuring and mitigating the risk
of such information leakage. To illustrate the application of the
proposed model and quantitative approach, we discuss a concrete
case study.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
related work. Section 3 proposes an abstract conceptual model of
information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains. Section
4 devises a quantitative approach to evaluating the risks of
information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains, and
also discusses the principles behind three mitigation approaches.
Section 5 presents a case study by applying our approach to the
supply chain of a product in process industry. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper and gives future work.

2. Related work

2.1. Supply Chain Risk Management

Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM) is a related research
area in the literature of Supply Chain Management (SCM).
Giunipero and Eltantawy [14] considered Supply Chain Manage-
ment (SCM) as ‘‘a formal process that involves identifying potential
losses, understanding the likelihood of potential losses, and
assigning significance to these losses’’ in supply chains. From
another perspective, Juttner [15] defined Supply Chain Risk
Management (SCRM) as ‘‘the identification and management of
risk for the supply chain, through a coordinated approach amongst
supply chain members, to reduce supply chain vulnerability as a
whole’’.

In the literature, Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM)
usually focuses on risk sources that may cause supply chain
disruptions. For example, Lockamy and McCormack [16] classified
a supplier’s risk sources into three categories: operational, network
and external. Operational risk is the risk arising from the people,
systems and internal processes through which a company
operates. Network risk is the risk arising from the structure of
the supplier’s network. External risk is the risk arising from events
driven by external forces.

Juttner [15] suggested that supply chain risk sources fell into
five categories: environment, supply, demand, process and control.
Environmental risk sources are uncertainties external to the supply
chain, such as political, natural and social uncertainties. Supply risk
sources and demand risk sources are internal to the supply chain.
The former contains uncertainties arising from supplier activities
and general supplier relations; the latter is associated with
outbound logistics flows and product demand. Process and control
Please cite this article in press as: D.Y. Zhang, et al., Modeling and eval
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are mechanisms in the supply chain that may amplify or absorb
supply chain risks.

As a risk source that will not disrupt supply chains, information
leakage is usually ignored in Supply Chain Risk Management
(SCRM).

2.2. Information sharing in supply chains

Information leakage is regarded as a challenge to information
sharing in supply chains [9]. Therefore, in the literature, related
work focuses on the effect of information leakage on information
sharing in supply chains.

Li [10] examined company’s incentives to share information
vertically in a divergent supply chain. In the supply chain, there
were a upstream manufacturer and some downstream retailers.
The retailers competed on the quantity of output and were
endowed with private demand and cost information. Li’s research
showed that the leakage effect encouraged the retailers to share
their cost information with the manufacturer while it discouraged
them from sharing their demand information.

On the basis of Li’s work, Zhang [17] studied a divergent supply
chain, in which two downstream retailers competed on either the
quantity or the price of output. Zhang pointed out although no
information would be voluntarily shared with the manufacturer,
the retailers were willing to share information completely and get
side payment for the information sharing when their information
was statistically less accurate or they benefited more from the
effect of information leakage.

Anand and Goyal [13] studied the effect of demand information
leakage on the material and information flows of a supply chain with
horizontal competition. In their model, there was horizontal
competition between two downstream firms who had a common
upstream supplier. While one firm was informed with demand
information and the other was not, demand information may be
leaked from the informed firm to the uninformed firm through their
common upstream supplier. As a result of information leakage, the
informed firm may try to block information flows within the supply
chain to conceal its demand information. Finally, it will lead to
operational losses because of material flow distortion.

2.3. Information leakage prevention

Legal, organizational, social and technical methods are often
taken to prevent information leakage in supply chains. In this
section, we will review existing technical methods by four
categories: access control, suppression, generalization and Secure
Multi-party Computation(SMC).

2.3.1. Access control

Access control ensures that only authorized users can access
specific information. Several access control models have been
developed to meet the security requirements of information
sharing and collaboration in supply chains.

Leong et al. [18] proposed a mixed access control model for a
workspace-oriented Distributed Product Data Management
(DPDM) system. In their model, the proposed DPDM system is
stratified into multiply workspaces, a security level is assigned to
each workspace, users working in a workspace are granted with
rights on product data based on the workspace’s security level.

Role-based viewing is a new technique for collaborative 3D
assembly design developed by Cera et al. [19,20] and Kim et al.
[21]. It is achieved through the integration of multi-resolution
geometry and Role Based Access Control (RBAC) model [22,23]. In
their model, geometric regions, features and constraints data of 3D
assembly models are related with a set of roles. For a specific user, a
3D model is generated for viewing based on its roles.
uating information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains,
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As an access control model for collaborative design, S-RBDDAC
[24] combines RBAC and cryptographic methods to support RBAC
with consideration of time, scheduling and value adding activity,
policy delegation relation in a distributed context and fine-grained
access control at dataset level.

Trust is also considered in some access control models. For
example, Chen et al. [25] presented a trust evaluation method for
virtual project team (VPT). It can assist VPT members in
determining whether resource holders have made appropriate
decisions to share resources with other VPT members. Combining
with access control, it can enable secure resource sharing, facilitate
collaboration and enhance information transparency among
members in a VPT [25].

Access control-based methods cannot prevent information
leakage caused by inferences in supply chains because unautho-
rized information is not necessary for inferences.

2.3.2. Suppression

Suppression or sanitization is a method of removing confidential
information or sensitive data from documents, databases or other
media so that they are able to be released. Sanitization is often used
to reduce the document’s classified level; suppression is used in the
literature of privacy protection in database systems [26].

In supply chains, sanitization can be applied to CAD data
exchange between partners in collaborative product develop-
ments. CAD data contains not only data for the drawing but also
design knowledge such as features, parametric data and geometric
data. Design knowledge contained in CAD data is often very
valuable and considered as a company’s intellectual properties.
Therefore, companies will sanitize their CAD data before exchang-
ing them with their partners.

In particular, companies may produce their CAD data for
components by heterogeneous CAD software packages in collabo-
rative assembly design [27–30]. To build the final assembly model
of the product, companies will convert their CAD data in
incompatible formats into neutral CAD data format, such as in
STEP format. From the perspective of preventing information
leakage, such a conversion can be used as a sanitization method to
remove design knowledge contained in the native CAD data.

Sanitization may be an effective approach to mitigating the risk
of information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains.
However, there are still two questions to be answered: ‘‘what

information should be removed?’’ and ‘‘after sanitization, what is the

risk of information leakage caused by potential inferences?’’ In this
paper, we will address these issues.

2.3.3. Generalization

Generalization, which means ‘‘replacing (or recoding) a value
with a less specific but semantically consistent value’’ [26], is
another widely used method for protecting privacy in database
systems.

In supply chains, companies may have to share essential data
for detail design in collaborative product development. Mun et al.
[31] proposed a skeleton model based method, which represents
essential data such as design specifications in an intuitive and
explicit manner while it does not reveal data related to intellectual
property contained in CAD models. It can be considered as an
application of generalization in the area of protecting information
leakage in supply chains.

Similar to sanitization, generalization may be another effective
approach to mitigating the risk of information leakage caused by
inferences in supply chains. However, it also has two questions to
answer: ‘‘what information should be generalized?’’ and ‘‘after

generalization, what is the risk of information leakage caused be

potential inferences?’’ In this paper, we will address these issues and
discuss a generalization-based mitigation approach.
Please cite this article in press as: D.Y. Zhang, et al., Modeling and eval
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2.3.4. Secure Multi-party Computation

Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC) [32–34] protects
confidential information by allowing users to perform joint
computation on multiple datasets while not revealing information
in these datasets.

Atallah et al. [35] introduced SMC into the area of preventing
information leakage in supply chains. They proposed several SMC
protocols for supply-chain interactions, such as capacity allocation
under various policies, and bidding and auctions under both
discriminatory and nondiscriminatory pricing. Their method is
different from traditional information sharing. It enables supply-
chain partners to cooperatively achieve desired system-wide goals
without revealing any private information, even though the jointly
computed decisions require this information [35].

SMC-based methods address a different issue of information
leakage from the one addressed in this paper because information
leakage caused by inferences in supply chains happens when
information is shared between partners instead of when two
partners perform joint computation.

2.4. Other related work

Inference control in statistical databases and privacy preserving
data publishing are two related research areas in computer science.

Inference control in statistical databases has been studied for
many years, as surveyed in [36], where the key issue is preventing
inferences of individual values from their aggregates, which is
different from the inference addressed in our paper. Similarly,
privacy preserving data publishing (as surveyed in [37]) has drawn
significant attentions more recently where relational tables are
kept secret while the data are released either in generalized forms
or as data mining results, which is again different from our
problem.

3. Conceptual model

3.1. The information leakage model

Because of the complexity of supply chains and information
sharing in supply chains, information leakage caused by inferences
in supply chains is a complicated and challenging issue.

(1) A supply chain is a complex network, in which each partner
plays one or more roles. While they cooperate for some
common interests, partners have different business objectives
and some of them are even (potential) competitors.

(2) Every partner has its own confidential information and usually
tries to prevent its confidential information from leaking to
(potential) competitors. For examples, a supplier may own
intellectual property rights on the components it supplies; a
manufacturer may keep its cost information confidential; a
retailer may protect its order information and demand forecast
from other competitive retailers.

(3) At the same time, every partner may also collect, analyze, acquire
and utilize information from its (potential) competitors.

(4) Partners may have different security policies and deploy
security mechanisms corresponding to their security policies,
respectively. Therefore, when a supply chain partner shares
information with another supply chain partner, the shared
information may be leaked to third party companies by the
second supply chain partner either deliberately or uninten-
tionally.

(5) There are many kinds of information shared between partners
in supply chains. For examples, a manufacturer may provide
technical know-how to its suppliers; companies may exchange
uating information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains,
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CAD data in collaborative product development; a retailer may
share its order information and demand forecast with the
manufacturer.

(6) The relations between shared information and confidential
information sometimes are complicated and may be described
with formal methods such as algebra, logic and set theory, or
with informal methods such as tables, graphs and even natural
languages.

We abstract a conceptual model from concrete cases of
information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains. The
abstract conceptual model focuses on concepts and their relation-
ships relevant to information leakage caused by inferences in
supply chains, and we take it as the basis for our subsequent work.
The benefits of such an abstract conceptual model include:

(1) Since it is independent of implementation details, it is more
suitable for theoretical, analytical or quantitative research of
information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains;

(2) The results of such research can be applied into concrete cases
of information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains.

Fig. 1 shows the abstract conceptual model of information
leakage caused by inferences in supply chains, which consists of
the following five key abstract concepts.

(1) Parameter: A parameter is an abstract information object that
describes an attribute of a system. It may be a product design
parameter or any other information object that can be described
by a triplet of ðname; actual ; working Þ, in which name is an
identifier of the parameter, actual value is the value that the
parameter takes in the system and working values are the values
that if the parameter takes, the system will still work well.

(2) Holder: The holder is the supply chain partner who holds the
private parameter p0 and tries to prevent it from revealing to
other supply chain partners.

(3) Inferrer: The inferrer is a supply chain partner who tries to
acquire a working value of the private parameter p0 protected
by the holder.

(4) Knowledge: Both the holder and the inferrer have their
knowledge of parameters and the relations between param-
eters. We consider two types of knowledge in this paper:
knowledge of parameters and knowledge of the relations
between parameters, and model them with probability
distributions and logical dependency graph, respectively. We
will discuss the two types of knowledge further in Section 3.2.

(5) Channel: The channel is the media between the holder and the
inferrer, through which shared parameters Ps are transferred
from the holder to the inferrer.

With the above abstract conceptual model, the scenario can be
derived as follows:

(1) The holder knows the actual value of a private parameter p0. It
tries to prevent the actual value of p0 from revealing to the
Please cite this article in press as: D.Y. Zhang, et al., Modeling and eval
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inferrer while it shares its knowledge of parameters Ps with the
inferrer in some way.

(2) The inferrer does not know the actual value of p0. It tries to
acquire the actual value of p0 by inferring on the basis of its
initial knowledge K0 and knowledge of Ps provided by the
holder through parameter sharing.

The inferrer can obtain knowledge from three sources: ‘‘initial
knowledge’’, ‘‘knowledge obtained through parameter sharing’’
and ‘‘knowledge obtained through inferences’’. If we denote the
inferrer’s initial knowledge as K0, knowledge obtained through
sharing parameters Ps as Ks, a comprehension of K0 and Ks as K0 + Ks,
a comprehension of knowledge K and knowledge obtained through
inferences on knowledge K as K*, and knowledge of parameter p

from knowledge K as K(p), we can describe the relations among
‘‘initial knowledge’’, ‘‘knowledge obtained through parameter
sharing’’ and ‘‘knowledge obtained through inferences’’ as in Fig. 2.

(1) Initially, the inferrer has knowledge K0;
(2) The inferrer’ knowledge becomes K�0 after it infers on K0;
(3) When the inferrer obtains knowledge Ks through parameter

sharing, it’s knowledge becomes K0 + Ks;
(4) The inferrer’ knowledge becomes (K0 + Ks)* after it infers on

K0 + Ks ;

If the inferrer can obtain more knowledge of the private
parameter p0 from (K0 + Ks)* than from K�0, there is information of
the private parameter p0 leaked from the holder to the inferrer
through sharing parameters Ps.

3.2. Knowledge

3.2.1. Knowledge of parameters

As we discussed before, a parameter can be described by a
triplet of ðname; actual ; working Þ. Because name is used only for
the purpose of identifying the parameter, the holder and the
inferrer may use different names for a parameter as long as the
parameter is not shared. The actual and the working of a parameter
are usually known to the holder; the actual and the working of the
private parameter p0 are unknown to the inferrer. In fact, the
inferrer tries to acquire a working of the private parameter p0.

Even if it does not know the actual value of a parameter, the
inferrer has knowledge of the parameter from out-of band channels.
Therefore, the inferrer can construct a probability distribution of the
parameter by its knowledge. In practice, sometimes it may be
infeasible for the inferrer to collect all possible values of a parameter
and to calculate their probabilities to construct the probability
distribution of the parameter. Typically, the inferrer will describe its
knowledge of a parameter approximately with a simple or widely
used probability distribution, such as discrete distributions,
continuous uniform distributions and normal distributions, follow-
ing the physical characteristics of the parameter.

3.2.2. Knowledge of relations between parameters

In this paper, we introduce a graph-based method, Logical

Dependency Graph, to describe the abstract logical relations
between parameters. A logical dependency graph is different from
uating information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains,
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concrete dependencies between parameters described in algebra,
logic or other formats; it is an abstract of concrete dependencies
between parameters and it describes the dependencies between
parameters in logic during the inference procedure. The inferrer
needs a logical dependency graph to conduct an inference
(discussed in Section 3.3); the holder needs a logical dependency
graph to model the inference procedure of the inferrer in order to
evaluate the risk of information leakage caused by inferences
(discussed in Section 4).

Definition 1 (Logical dependency graph).
A logical dependency graph (or LDG) is a bipartite graph G :¼ (P, 2P,
LD), where P is a set of parameters, 2P is the power set of P,
LD � P � (2P \{1}) and 8hu, V i 2 LD, u =2 V.

We take an example from the case study in Section 5 to show
how to construct a logical dependency graph from a quantitative
relation.

DryerOutletTemp ¼

DryerInletTemp� ðr0 � TotalWaterRemo=

ð60� rng � RegenerationHeatingTime

� ðcgþcv �WaterContentOfRegenerationGas=

rng � 1000000ÞÞÞÞ
RegenerationFlowRate

;

(1)

Eq. (1) gives a quantitative dependency among some design
parameters. DryerOutletTemp is a private design parameter;
DryerInletTemp and RegenerationFlowRate are two design param-
eters that are unknown to the competitor (the inferrer in the case
study); r0, rng, cg and cv are physical constants from designer’s
handbooks; TotalWaterRemo, RegenerationHeatingTime and Water-

ContentOfRegenerationGas are operating conditions on the manual
of the product.

First we construct the parameter set P of the logical dependency
graph. In the inference procedure, what the inferrer concerns about
are the parameters whose working values are unknown. Therefore,
P usually does not contain public parameters and constants like
TotalWaterRemo, RegenerationHeatingTime, WaterContentOfRegen-

erationGas, r0, rng, cg and cv in Eq. (1). For this example,
P ¼ fDryerOutletTem p; DryerInletTem p; RegenerationFlowRateg.

Then we construct the logical dependency relation LD between P

and 2P. Eq. (1) indicates that if we know the actual values of
DryerInletTemp and RegenerationFlowRate, we can calculate the
actual value of DryerOutletTemp. In other words, if we want to infer
parameter DryerOutletTemp, we may need to infer parameter
DryerInletTemp and parameter RegenerationFlowRate first. Therefore,
there is a logical dependency between parameter DryerOutletTemp

and parameter set {DryerInletTemp, RegenerationFlowRateg. Similar-
ly, there are logical dependencies between parameter DryerInlet-

Temp and parameter set {DryerOutletTemp, RegenerationFlowRateg,
and between parameter RegenerationFlowRate and parameter set
{DryerOutletTemp, DryerInletTemp}. Therefore, for this example,
LD ={h DryerOutletTemp, {DryerInletTemp, RegenerationFlowRategi,
hDryerInletTemp, {DryerOutletTemp, RegenerationFlowRategi,
hRegenerationFlowRate, {DryerOutletTemp, DryerInletTemp}i}.

DryerOutletTemp ¼ CoolerInletTempþ 10 (2)

DryerInletTemp ¼ HeaterOutletTemp� ð1� HeatLossRateÞ (3)

A logical dependency graph may describe logical dependencies
extracted from multiple quantitative dependencies. Eqs. (2) and
(3) are two other quantitative dependencies from the case study in
Section 5. We can construct the logical dependency graph with a
procedure similar to the previous one. Fig. 3 shows the logical
dependency graph extracted from Eqs. (1)–(3). In Fig. 3 and the rest
Please cite this article in press as: D.Y. Zhang, et al., Modeling and eval
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of this paper, we denote a parameter by a rectangle, a parameter
set by a round corner rectangle and a logical dependency by a line
connecting a rectangle and a round corner rectangle, and usually
ignore isolated nodes in logical dependency graphes.

3.3. Inference

In this section, we will model how the inferrer obtains
knowledge through inferences with its ‘‘initial knowledge’’ and
‘‘knowledge obtained through parameter sharing’’.

First, we consider a case that includes four parameters and two
logical dependencies as shown by the sub graph of the logical
dependency graph in Fig. 3 surrounded by a dashed line. We denote
the actual value of DryerOutletTemp, DryerInletTemp,
Regeneration FlowRate and CoolerInletTemp as v0, v1, v2 and v3,
respectively. The logical dependency between parameter DryerOu-

tletTemp and parameter set {DryerInletTemp, RegenerationFlowRateg is
an abstract of the quantitative dependency described in Eq. (1). The
logical dependency between parameter DryerOutletTemp and param-
eter set {CoolerInletTemp} is an abstract of the quantitative
dependency described in Eq. (2).

(1) If the inferrer knows v1, v2 and v3, it can calculate the value of
DryerOutletTemp in either Eq. (1) or Eq. (2). We denote them as
v1

0 and v2
0, respectively. Then we have v1

0 ¼ v2
0 ¼ v0.

(2) If the inferrer does not know v1, v2 and v3, it can construct
probability distribution d1, d2 and d3 for parameter Dryer-

InletTemp, RegenerationFlowRate and CoolerInletTemp, respec-
tively, from its knowledge; and then it can calculate the
probability distribution of DryerOutletTemp in either Eq. (1) or
Eq. (2). We denote them as d1

0 and d2
0, respectively. If we assume

that n1 is within the range of d1, v2 is within the range of d2 and
uating information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains,
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Table 1
Notations and their meanings in Algorithms 1–3.

Notations Meanings

G A logical dependency graph

P A set of parameters

p A parameter

hp0, Pj i A logical dependency between parameter p0 and parameter set Pj

LD A set of logical dependencies

2p The power set of P

jSj The cardinality of set S

d A probability distribution

r A range

i, j, k, l, m Non-negative natural numbers
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n3 is within the range of d3, the ranges of d1
0 and d2

0 must
intersect because there is at least one value, n0, in their
intersection.

We extend the above results to a general case and give
Algorithm 1 for calculating the probability distribution of a
parameter that an inferrer can obtain through inferences.

Table 1 lists main notations in Algorithm 1 and their meanings.
These notations are also used in other algorithms in this paper.

For parameter p0, the inferrer can construct a probability
distribution d0

0 by its initial knowledge. Algorithm 1 tries to
exclude impossible values from the range of d0

0 so that the inferrer
may have a higher possibility to acquire the actual value or a
working value of parameter p0. The following gives a line-byline
discussion of this algorithm.

Algorithm 1. An algorithm for calculating the probability distri-
bution of a parameter that an inferrer can obtain through infer-
ences.
Input: A parameter p0; a logical dependency graph G ¼ ðP;2P; LDÞ and
p0 2 P; for 8 pi 2 P and 0 � i � jPj � 1, its initial probability distribution
d0

i ;

Output: probability distribution d0 of p0;

1: LD0 ( fhp0; P jijP j 22P; h p0; P ji 2 LD and j�0g;
2: if LD0 is empty then

3: d0( d0
0;

4: else

5: for all hp0; P ji 2 LD0 and 0 � j � jLD0j � 1 do

6: for all p jk 2 P j and 0 � k � jP jj � 1;

7: d jk(d0
jk; {d0

jk is the initial probability distribution of p jk}

8: end for

9: d jþ1
0 ( the probability distribution of p0 inferred with h p0; P ji,

d j0, d j1, . . ., and d jðjP j j�1Þ;

10: end for

11: for all 0 � l � jLD0j do

12: rl
0( the range of dl

0;

13: end for

14: r0( r0
0 \ r1

0 \ . . . \ rjLD0 j
0 ;

15: if r0 is empty then

16: d0(d0
0;

17: else

18: for all 0 � m � jLD0j do

19: dm0
0 ( the part of dm

0 on r0;

is assigned to rl
0 at line 12.

(10) At line 14, r0 is assigned with the intersection of all of these
ranges.

(11) r0 is possible to be empty. As we discussed before, if r0 is
empty, there is at least one parameter whose actual value is
not within the range of its initial probability distribution. If r0

is empty, the algorithm will return the initial probability
distribution of parameter p0, d0

0, at line 16.
(12) At line 19, every probability distribution of parameter p0 is

narrowed down to the common range r0.
(13) Every probability distribution of parameter p0 obtained at line

19 is normalized at line 20. If dm0
0 is discrete and its probability

mass function is f0
0(x), and the probability mass function of

dm00
0 is f 000ðxÞ,

8 x2 r0; f 000ðxÞ ¼
f 00ðxÞP

y2 r0
f 00ðyÞ

: (4)

If dm0
0 is continuous, its probability density function is f 00ðxÞ

and its range is between v1 and v2, and the probability density
function of dm00

0 is f 000ðxÞ,

8 v1 � x � v2; f 000ðxÞ ¼
f 00ðxÞR v2

v1
f 00ðyÞdy

: (5)

(14) At line 22, the inferrer will have |LD0| + 1 normalized
probability distributions of parameter p0 on the common
range r0. These probability distributions of parameter p0 may
be different because the inferrer’s knowledge of parameters
may be not totally accurate and as we discussed before, the
inferrer may describe its knowledge of parameters approxi-
Please cite this article in press as: D.Y. Zhang, et al., Modeling and eval
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20: dm00
0 ( normalized dm0

0 ;

21: end for

22: d0( a comprehension of d000
0 , d100

0 , . . ., djLD0 j00
0 ;

23: end if

24:end if

(1) At line 1, LD0 is assigned with a set of logical dependencies in
logical dependency graph G that are directly relevant to
parameter p0.

(2) Line 2 judges if LD0 is empty or not.
(3) If LD0 is empty, it means there is no other parameter that has

logical dependency with parameter p0. In that case, the
algorithm cannot do any further inference. Therefore, the
algorithm returns the initial probability distribution of
parameter p0, d0

0, at line 3.
(4) If LD0 is not empty, the algorithm executes the block from line

5 to line 23.
(5) Lines 5 and line 10 constitute a loop for all logical

dependencies in LD0. For each logical dependency hp0, Pj i in
LD0, a probability distribution d jþ1

0 of parameter p0 is inferred
with the concrete dependency behind logical dependency hp0,
Pj i and probability distributions of parameters in Pj.

(6) For each parameter pjk in Pj, its probability distribution djk is
assigned with its initial probability distribution pjk at line 7.

(7) The inference at line 9 depends on the type of the concrete
dependency behind hp0, Pj i. For example, the inference may
be totally different for a concrete dependency described in
algebra and for a dependency described in logic.

(8) If the cardinality of LD0 is |LD0|, the inferrer will have |LD0| + 1
probability distributions of parameter p0 after the block from
line 5 to line 10, and these probability distributions may be
not identical. The algorithm tries to comprehend |LD0| + 1
probability distributions into one probability distribution of
parameter p0 from line 11 to line 23.

(9) For each probability distribution dl
0 of parameter p0, its range
uating information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains,
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Fig. 4. An example of the tree-like structure constructed with logical dependencies in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5. An example of infinite loop.
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mately with simple or widely used probability distributions
by following the physical characteristics of the parameter.
There are many strategies for the inferrer to comprehend
these probability distributions of parameter p0. One strategy
is using the arithmetic mean of their probability mass
functions or probability density functions.

Algorithm 1 does not take full advantage of the logical
dependency graph. For example, suppose the inferrer infers the
probability distribution of parameter DryerOutletTemp with Algo-
rithm 1 and the logical dependency graph is as shown in Fig. 3.
According to Algorithm 1, only logical dependencies between
DryerOutletTemp and {DryerInletTemp, RegenerationFlowRateg and
between DryerOutletTemp and {CoolerInletTemp}, and the initial
probability distributions of parameter DryerOutletTemperature,
DryerInletTemp, RegenerationFlowRate and CoolerInletTemp will be
used. In fact, the probability distribution of parameter Dryer-

InletTemp could also be inferred with its logical dependency with
{HeaterOutletTemp, HeatLossRate} and the initial probability dis-
tributions of parameter DryerInletTemp, HeaterOutletTempe and
HeatLossRate.

From the example above, it is easy to be found that a recursive
algorithm for inferring the probability distribution of a parameter
will be more effective. However, the recursive algorithm is a little
more complicated than just changing line 7 of Algorithm 1 to
‘‘djk( the probability distribution of parameter pjk inferred
recursively;’’ because of the existence of redundant recursions
and infinite loops.

We use a tree-like structure to describe the recursions.
Informally, first we add parameter p0 as the root node of the
tree-like structure; for each parameter or parameter-in-parame-
ter-set pi in the tree-like structure, if there is a logical dependency
hpi, Pj i in the logical dependency graph, add parameter set Pj as a
child node of pi; and then continue the previous step. Fig. 4 is an
example of such a tree-like structure, which is constructed with
logical dependencies in Fig. 3 and gives partial recursions of
inferring the probability distribution of parameter DryerOutle-

tTemp with a recursive algorithm.
A parameter may appear more than once in a tree-like

structure. For example, parameter DryerOutletTemp appears four
times and parameter RegenerationFlowRate appear two times in
Fig. 4. The multiple occurrences of a parameter during the
recursions may cause redundant recursions and infinite loops.
Please cite this article in press as: D.Y. Zhang, et al., Modeling and eval
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For example, if the recursive algorithm infers the probability
distribution of parameter RegenerationFlowRate with its logical
dependency with {DryerOutletTemp, DryerInletTemp} at both its
occurrences in Fig. 4; one of the two inferences will be
unnecessary.

Fig. 5 gives a possible infinite loop when a recursive algorithm
infers the probability distribution of parameter DryerOutletTemp

with logical dependencies in Fig. 3. Since there is a logical
dependency between DryerOutletTemp and {DryerInletTemp,
RegenerationFlowRateg, {DryerInletTemp, RegenerationFlowRateg could
be added as a child node of DryerOutletTemp; since there is a logical
dependency between DryerInletTemp and {DryerOutletTemp,
RegenerationFlowRateg, {DryerOutletTemp, RegenerationFlowRateg
could be added as a child node of the DryerInletTemp. Now we get
the second occurrence of parameter DryerOutletTemp. If we repeat the
previous procedure on the second occurrence of parameter Dryer-

OutletTemp, we will get the third occurrence of parameter Dryer-

OutletTemp and we can repeat the previous procedure on the third
uating information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains,
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occurrence of parameter DryerOutletTemp again. Apparently, it will
not terminate
Algorithm 2. rInfer(pi, G, d0, d1, . . ., d|P|�1): a recursive algorithm for
calculating the probability distribution of parameter pi that an
inferrer can obtain through inferences.

Input: A parameter pi; a logical dependency graph G ¼ ðP;2P; LDÞ
and pi 2 P; for 8 p j 2 P and 0 � j � jPj � 1, its probability
distribution d j;

Output: probability distribution di of pi;

1: ri( the range of di;

2: if there are more than one values in ri then

3: LD0 ( fhpi; PkijPk 22P; h pi; Pki 2 LD; k�0 and
h pi; Pki is marked with
DiacriticalGrave;DiacriticalGrave;unused00; g

4: if LD0 is not empty then

5: for all hpi;Pli 2 LD0 and 0 � l � jLD0j � 1 do

6: mark hpi; Pli as ‘‘used’’;

7: for all plm 2 Pl and 0 � m � jPlj � 1 do

8: dlm( rIn ferð plm;G; d0;d1; . . . ; djPj�1Þ;
9: end for

1:0 dl
i( the probability distribution of pi inferred with
h pi; Pli, dl0, dl1, and dlðjPl j�1Þ;

11: end for

12: for all 0 � n � jLD
0 j � 1 do

13: rn
i ( the range of dn

i ;

14: end for

15: ri( ri \ r0
i \ . . . \ rjLD0 j�1

i ;

16: if ri is not empty then

17: di( the part of di on ri;

18: di( normalized di;

19: for all 0 � h � jLD0j � 1 do

20: dh
i ( the part of dh

i on ri;

21: dh
i ( normalized dh

i ;

22: end for

23: di( a comprehension of di; d0
i ; . . . ; djLD0 j�1

i ;

24: end if

25: end if

26: end if
Algorithm 2 is a recursive algorithm for inferring the probability
distribution of a parameter, which implements recursive inference
and a strategy to avoid infinite loops and reduce redundant
recursions. The strategy, we call it ‘‘one-time logical dependency’’,
uses each logical dependency in the logical dependency graph only
one time.

Proposition 1. Algorithm 2 will always terminate.

Proof. If we label the condition in line 2 as A and the condition in
line 4 as B, the stopping criterion for the recursive algorithm will be
: A _ (A ^:B). The stopping criterion will be reached. To prove this,
we only need to prove that A ^ B is not always true. First, we
assume A is always true. If A ^ B is true, line 6 will be executed and
at least one logical dependency in LD0 will be marked as ‘‘used’’.
Because there are limited number of logical dependencies in G,
Please cite this article in press as: D.Y. Zhang, et al., Modeling and eval
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there will be one point during the recursions that ‘‘LD’ is empty’’
and A ^ B is false. Second, if A is not always true, A ^ B is not always
true. Therefore, Proposition 1 is true. &

The following explains other aspects of Algorithm 2. To avoid
repeating the descriptions of Algorithm 1, the explanation will
focus on the differences of Algorithm 2 from Algorithm 1.

(1) The inputs and output of Algorithm 2 are similar to Algorithm 1.
The only difference is that each logical dependency in G may be at
one of two states, ‘‘unused’’ and ‘‘used’’. When Algorithm 2 is first
invoked, the states of all logical dependencies in G are ‘‘unused’’.

(2) Algorithm 2 invokes itself recursively at line 8. For the
convenience of describing the invocation, we denote Algorithm
2 as rInfer(pi, G, d0, d1, . . ., d|P|�1), where rInfer is its name and pi,
G, d0, d1, . . . and d|P|�1 are its inputs.

(3) The states of logical dependencies in G are changed at line 6 and
the probability distribution of pj, dj, is changed at line 23.
During the recursions, the latest updated G and dj are used
when Algorithm 2 is invoked recursively at line 8.

(4) Line 2 and line 4 are used to control the recursion. As discussed
in the proof of Proposition 1, if the conditions in line 2 and line 4
are labeled as A and B respectively, the stopping criterion for
the algorithm will be : A _ (A ^:B).

When applying Algorithm 2 in inferring the probability
distribution of parameter DryerOutletTemp with logical dependen-
cies in Fig. 3, the recursions are the same as shown in Fig. 4.

4. Risk evaluation

4.1. Evaluation

We have modeled the inferrer’s knowledge and its inferences of
the private parameter p0 from the perspective of the holder. By
such inferences, the inferrer will get a probability distribution of
the private parameter p0. What the holder concerns is what risk of
information leakage it will take if the inferrer gets such a
probability distribution of the private parameter p0 by inferences.
In this section, we evaluate the risk within two dimensions: the
probability of information leakage caused by inferences and the
consequences of such information leakage.

Definition 2 (Probability of information leakage: P(p)).
For a parameter p, its probability of information leakage P(p) is
defined as the probability that the inferrer acquires a working
value of parameter p.

Assume that the actual value of parameter p is v0, its working
values are within the range of ½v1; v2�, and the inferrer gets
probability distribution dp of parameter p by inferences. If dp is
discrete, its range is rp and its probability mass function is fp(x),

PðpÞ ¼
P

vi 2 r p and v1�vi�v2
f pðviÞP

v j 2 r p
f pðv jÞ

; (6)

If dp is continuous, its range is [r3, r4], and its probability density
function is fp(x),

PðpÞ ¼
Rminfn2 ;n4g

maxfn1 ;n3g f pðxÞ dxR n4

n3
f pðxÞdx:

(7)

Definition 3 (Conditional probability of information leakage:

Pð pjfð p j; d p j
ÞgÞ).

For a parameter p and a set of parameter-probability distribution
pairs fð p j; d p j

Þg, conditional probability of information leakage
uating information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains,
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Pðpjfðp j; d p j
ÞgÞ is defined as the probability that the inferrer

acquires a working value of parameter p when 8pj 2 Ps, pj is shared
with the inferrer as d p j

.

Algorithm 3. An algorithm for calculating conditional probability
of information leakage Pðpjfðp j; d p j

ÞgÞ.

Input: A parameter p; a logical dependency graph G ¼ ðP;2P; LDÞ
and p2 P; for 8 pi 2 P and 0 � i � jPj � 1, its initial probability
distribution d pi

; a parameter set Ps, in which all parameters are
shared with the inferrer; 8 p j 2 Ps and 0 � j � jPsj � 1, its
probability distribution d p j

;

Output: conditional probability of information leakage
Pðpjfðp j; d p j

ÞgÞ
1: for all p j 2 Ps do

2: for all pi 2 P do

3: if (pj is equal to pi) then

4: d pi
( a comprehension of d pi

and d p j
;

5: end if

6: end for

7: end for

8: d p( rIn ferðp;G; d p0
;d p1

; . . . ; d pjPj�1
Þ;

9: Pð pjfðp j; d p j
ÞgÞ( calculate Pð pÞ with d p in Eqs. (6) and (7);

According to the conceptual model, the holder holds a private
parameter p, whose actual value is v0 and working values are
within the range of ½v1; v2�; the inferrer has its initial knowledge k0,
which can be modeled as a logical dependency graph G = (P, 2P, LD)
and a set of parameter-probability distribution pairs
fð pi; d pi

Þj 8 pi 2 P; d pi
is a probability distribution of pi}; a set of

parameters Ps 	 P are shared with the inferrer, which can also be
modeled as a set of parameter-probability distribution pairs
fð p j; d p j

Þj 8 p j 2 Ps; d p j
is a probability distribution of pj}; the

inferrer tries to acquire a working of the private parameter p.
Algorithm 3 gives an algorithm for calculating conditional

probability of information leakage Pð pjfð p j; d p j
ÞgÞ. The following

is an explanation of Algorithm 3.

(1) Because Ps 	 P, for pj 2 Ps, there will be two probability
distributions, d pi

from initial knowledge and d p j
from sharing

Ps. From line 1 to line 7, the algorithm tries to comprehend two
probability distributions into one for each parameter pj in
parameter set Ps.

(2) At line 4, d pi
is assigned with a comprehension of the two

probability distributions. The inferrer may have many strate-
gies to do such a comprehension. A natural and simple strategy
is ‘‘trusting the latest information only’’, which means the
inferrer will ignore d pi

and use d p j
in the inference.

(3) At line 8, it infers the probability distribution dp of parameter p

with Algorithm 2.
(4) At line 9, it calculates conditional probability of information

leakage Pðpjfðp j; d p j
ÞgÞ with dp and ½v1; v2� in Eqs. (6) and (7).

Apparently, Pð pjfðp j; d p j
ÞgÞ is a real number within the range of

[0,1]. If Pð pjfðp j; d p j
ÞgÞ is close to 1, it means that the inferrer may

acquire a working value of parameter p very easily by inferences; if
Pðpjfðp j; d p j

ÞgÞ is close to 0, it means that the inferrer may not
acquire a working value of parameter p by inferences. We define a
threshold t0. If Pðpjfðp j; d p j

ÞgÞ� t0, where t0 is the threshold, we
denote it as fðp j; d p j

Þg! t0
p; otherwise, we denote it as

fð p j; d p j
Þg‰ t0 p.

We consider a special but usual case of sharing: all parameters
in Ps are shared with the inferrer as their actual values. In this case,
Please cite this article in press as: D.Y. Zhang, et al., Modeling and eval
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we simplify Pðpjfðp j; d p j
ÞgÞ as P(p|Ps), fðp j;d p j

Þg! t0
p as Ps! t0

p.
We define a threshold t0. If P(p|Ps) � t0, where t0 is the threshold,
we denote it as Ps! t0

p; otherwise, we denote it as Ps ‰ t0
p.

Definition 4 (Privacy context).
Let p be a private parameter and Ps be a set of parameters that the
holder shares their actual values with the holder. If Ps! t0

p, we call
Ps a privacy context to p.

If Ps! p and Ps � P1, it is certain that P1! p is true; if Ps! p and
P2 � Ps, it is not certain whether P2! p or P2 Z p is true.

Definition 5 (Minimum privacy context).
If p is a private parameter and 9Pm, Pm! p, but 8 P0m� Pm; P

0
m ‰ p,

we say Pm is a minimum privacy context to parameter p.

Based on discussions above, we can derive some obvious
corollaries to answer the question of ‘‘what information is

confidential?’’.

(1) If p is a private parameter, p should be confidential;
(2) If p is a private parameter, each of its privacy contexts should be

confidential as a whole;
(3) If p is a private parameter, Ps is a privacy context to p and ps is

the only parameter in Ps, ps should be confidential;
(4) If p is a private parameter and Pm is a minimal privacy context

to p, at least one parameter in Pm should be confidential;

Definition 6 (Information Leakage Risk (ILR):

Rð pjfð p j; d p j
ÞgÞ).

For a parameter p and a set of parameters Ps shared with the
inferrer, if 8pj 2 Ps, pj is shared with the inferrer as d p j

, Information
Leakage Risk (ILR): Rðpjfðp j; d p j

ÞgÞ is defined as

Rð pjfðp j;d p j
ÞgÞ ¼ Pðpjfðp j; d p j

ÞgÞ � Cð pÞ; (8)

where C(p) is the consequence if parameter p is leaked to the
inferrer.

There are many ways to define a consequence function of
information leakage in supply chains. In our implementation, we
define C(p) as the following.

Cð pÞ ¼ 1 if p is confidential
0 if p is not confidential

�
(9)

The holder may define a threshold t1. When Rð pjfðp j; d p j
ÞgÞ is

greater than or equal to t1, the sharing is considered ‘‘unsafe’’ or ‘‘too
much’’; when Pðpjfðp j; d p j

ÞgÞ is less than t1, the sharing is considered
to be ‘‘safe’’ or ‘‘not too much’’. This gives an answer to the question of
‘‘what is the risk of information leakage caused by inferences?’’.

4.2. Discussion on the mitigation of information leakage risk

According to Definition 6 and Eq. (8), the risk of information
leakage Rð pjfðp j; d p j

ÞgÞ is equal to the probability of information
leakage Pð pjfð p j; d p j

ÞgÞ times the consequences of information
leakage C(p). Therefore, the risk of information leakage caused by
inferences may be mitigated by reducing the probability and/or the
consequences of information leakage. In this paper, we will discuss
in principle three approaches to decreasing the probability of
information leakage on the basis of the results in Section 4.1 and
point out their limitations for future improvements.

The first approach is generalization. Suppose that p is a private
parameter, Ps is a set of parameters shared with the inferrer, and
Ps! t0

p. If a parameter pi 2 Ps is shared with the inferrer as a
probability distribution d pi

instead of its actual value and there are
more than one values with the range of d pi

, the new probability of
uating information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains,
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Table 2
Multiple settings of the ‘‘Blower’’.

Power DP Power DP
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Fig. 6. A product structure tree of the regeneration system.
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information leakage caused by inferences may be lower than
P(p|Ps).

In some cases, parameters may be shared as probability
distributions. For example, ‘‘Blower’’ is a component of the natural
gas dryer discussed as a case study in Section 5. ‘‘power’’ and
‘‘PresssureDifferential (DP)’’ are two design parameters of the
‘‘Blower’’. The manufacturer of the natural gas dryer may order a
blower that can work under multiple settings as shown in Table 2
from a supplier. For the supplier, parameter ‘‘Power’’ may have two
possible values, 1.5 and 2.1; parameter ‘‘DP’’ may have five
possible values, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12.

The approach of generalization has a limitation: it works only if
the parameter can be shared as a probability distribution.

The second approach is based on minimum privacy contexts.
Suppose p0 is a private parameter, Ps is a set of parameters and
Ps! t0

p0. If there is such a parameter set P0s, P0s� Ps but 8 Pi 2 P
0
s,

Pi Z p0, the holder may mitigate the risk of information leakage by
sharing only parameters in P0s as their actual values with the inferrer.
In theory, the holder can utilize minimum privacy contexts to find
such a parameter set P0s. If Pj is a minimum privacy context to p0;
then, we can obtain P0s by P0s ¼ P jnf pkg, where pk 2 Pj.

The minimum privacy context-based approach also has its
limitations: first, it needs an efficient algorithm to find minimum
privacy contexts; second, in practice, what parameters can be
shared with a partner in a supply chain depends on many factors,
such as business objects, business processes, product structure, the
partner’s capability etc. It is infeasible to simply divide a parameter
set Ps into two parts, sharing one part but not the other.

Unlike the minimum privacy context-based approach, the
approach of decompositions and allocations considers mitigating
the risks of information leakage in product designs and partner
choices in supply chains. Usually a product can be decomposed into
systems; a system can be decomposed into components; and some
components can be decomposed further into sub components.
Product design parameters are used to specified or defined products,
systems and components; isolated product design parameters are
often meaningless without the products, systems or components
that they specified or defined. If a partner is involved in a specific task
or operation on a system or a component, it has to be shared with a
certain set of design parameters of the system or the component.
Therefore, to protect confidential product design parameters of a
product, the manufacturer will try to find optimal product
decompositions and allocations from tasks or operations on systems
or components to partners that makes the risks of information
leakage lower than some threshold values.

The approach of decompositions and allocations are more
suitable for protecting product design parameters than other
parameters such as costs and inventories; and it is more suitable
for the cases that the manufacturer holds confidential information
because it is usually the manufacturer who has the initiative in
product architecture and partner selection in a supply chain.

5. Case study

A natural gas dryer is a device to remove water from
compressed natural gas. A dual tower natural gas dryer has two
Please cite this article in press as: D.Y. Zhang, et al., Modeling and eval
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chambers. Natural gas is dried by the desiccant in one chamber
while the desiccant in another chamber is being regenerated.

The regeneration system consists of four major components:
blower, heater, dryer and cooler. Fig. 6 shows a product structure
tree of the regeneration system. The regeneration system uses
natural gas as regeneration gas. First, the blower is used to increase
the pressure at the outlet of the blower to force regeneration gas flow
toward the heater; the heater blower heats regeneration gas to a
high temperature; when hot regeneration gas passes through the
dryer, it will take the moisture away from the desiccant; the cooler
separates the moisture from regeneration gas by condensation.

The design of the regeneration system is crucial to the efficiency
of the natural gas dryer. Therefore, the manufacturer wants to
prevent the design parameters of the regeneration system,
including pressures, temperatures and flow rates, from being
revealed to its (potential) competitors.

In our case study, the manufacturer is the holder; a supplier and
potential competitor is the inferrer; design parameter ‘‘Dryer
Outlet Temp’’ is the private parameter p0; the logical dependency
graph is shown in Fig. 7.

We developed a software prototype to calculate the probability
of information leakage caused by inferences. Fig. 8 is a screenshot
of the software prototype. It consists of the following modules:

(1) Setting the inferrer’s initial knowledge of parameters. Now the
software prototype supports three types of probability
distributions, namely discrete distributions, continuous uni-
form distributions and normal distributions.

(2) Setting knowledge of shared parameters with the inferrer. The
software prototype allows the user to choose what parameters
the holder will share with the inferrer and with what
probability distributions these parameters are shared.

(3) Displaying the logical dependency graph and the tree-like-
structure.

(4) Calculating the probability distribution of the private parame-
ter p0 with numerical computation, which is an implementa-
tion of Algorithm 2.

(5) Calculating the probability of information leakage caused by
inferences, which is an implementation of Algorithm 3.

In supply chains, what design parameters the manufacturer
share with a supplier usually depends on what components the
supplier supplies. Table 3 gives the relation between components
and shared design parameters used in our case study.

We calculated the probabilities of information leakage caused
by inferences with the help of the software prototype. Fig. 9 gives
the tree-like-structure that shows the recursions. Table 4 gives a
group of probabilities of information leakage caused by inferences.
The results are obtained when initial knowledge of parameters is
assigned with continuous uniform distributions on the ranges of
from 0:7� actual to 1:3� actual , parameters are shared with their
uating information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains,
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Fig. 7. The logical dependency graph in the case study.

Fig. 8. A screenshot of the prototype.
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Fig. 9. The recursions in the case study.

Table 3
The relation between components and shared design parameters.

Component Shared parameters

Blower Blower Power, Delta P

Blower Fan Blower Power, Delta P

Blower Motor Blower Power

Cooler Cooler Fan Efficiency, Cooler Radiator Heat Transfer Rate,

Cooler Motor Efficiency, Total Cooler Fan Pressure Drop,

Cooler Power

Cooler Fan Cooler Fan Efficiency, Total Cooler Fan Pressure Drop

Cooler Motor Cooler Motor Efficiency, Cooler Power

Cooler Radiator Cooler Radiator Heat Transfer Rate

Heater Heater Power, Heater Transfer Efficiency

Table 4
Components the inferrer supplies and the probabilities of information leakage

caused by inferences.

Components Probability

None 4.04%

Blower 3.39%

Cooler 3.84%

Heater 3.23%

Blower & Cooler 100%

Blower & Heater 19.82%

Cooler & Heater 3.03%

Blower, Cooler & Heater 100%

Blower & Cooler Motor 3.39%

Blower Motor & Cooler Motor 5.42%

Blower Motor & Heater 6%

Blower Motor, Cooler Motor & Heater 5.99%
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actual values, and the working values of the private parameter p0

are with the range of from 0:99� actual to 1:01� actual . There are
some interesting points in the results.

(1) As in this case study, the probability may not be monotonous in
‘‘Number of components the inferrer supplies’’ or ‘‘Number of
design parameters shared with the inferrer’’. The monotonicity
depends on the concrete relations between design parameters
and the private parameter p0, and the probability distributions
assigned to design parameters as the inferrer’s initial
knowledge and shared knowledge. The conditions of the
monotonicity are an interesting topic in the future.

(2) Although the probability is not monotonous, the mitigation
principles we discussed in Section 4.2 are still effective when
the probabilities are high. For example, if the inferrer supplies
‘‘Blower’’ and ‘‘Heater’’, the probability will be 19.82%; if the
inferrer supplies ‘‘Blower Motor’’ and ‘‘Heater’’, the probability
will be decreased to 6%.

6. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we studied the security issue related to information
leakage caused by inferences in supply chains with conceptual
model and quantitative methods. We proposed a conceptual model
of information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains. With
the conceptual model, the companies who hold confidential
information can model and understand ‘‘potential’’ information
leakage caused by inferences in supply chains more clearly. We put
forward a quantitative approach to evaluating the risk of informa-
tion leakage caused by inferences in supply chains. Our quantitative
approach can help companies identify confidential information, and
evaluate and mitigate the risk of ‘‘potential’’ information leakage
caused by inferences in supply chains.

It is an interesting and challenging research topic to prevent
information leakage caused by inferences in supply chains. The
following lists our major conclusions:
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(1) We modeled the inferrer’s knowledge with probability
distributions and logical dependency graph. One remained
problem is that knowledge may be inaccurate and it may be
inconsistent when it is from multiple sources. It would be
interesting to work out and evaluate various strategies to
handle knowledge inaccuracies and inconsistencies in the
context of preventing information leakage caused by infer-
ences in supply chains.

(2) We discussed three mitigation approaches in principle. These
approaches will be investigated further in the future. We are
especially interested in preventing information leakage caused
by inferences through product design and supply chain design.

(3) We took a product in process industry as our case study. In the
future research, we will explore products in other industries,
and validate our methods in other real world applications.

Although it may be more challenging, modeling the problem
with analytical and theoretical methods, such as game theory and
information theory, may bring out more fundamental results and
solutions.
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